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Algorithmic Spatialization  

Using Object-Based Audio  

and Indoor Positioning System
Y U A n - Y I  FA n

ORgAnIzed SOUnd In SPACe

Using sound as an artistic medium is a creative practice 
in contemporary life [1], and spatial practices in sound art 
involve techniques to organize sound in space [2] and un-
derstand sound in relation to place [3]. Historically, key spa-
tialization research in electronic music can be traced back 
to the 1950s [4]. At EXPO ’58 in Brussels, Edgard Varèse’s 
Poème électronique and Iannis Xenakis’s Concret PH for the 
Philips Pavilion were examples of articulating space through 
sound. More spatial sound projection systems were seen at 
EXPO ’70 in Osaka, including Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Expo 
at the German Pavilion, Iannis Xenakis’s Hibiki-Hana-Ma at 
the Japanese Pavilion and David Tudor’s Microphone at the 
Pepsi Pavilion [5,6]. Sound, space and listeners are common 
elements of interplay in this research.

STRATegIeS FOR ARTICUlATIng SPACe  

USIng SOUnd

In spatiomusical composition strategies [7] and computer-
aided composition [8], spatial elements are treated as com-
positional materials for developing music structures in space, 
oftentimes under the assumption of stationary listeners. Al-
though topics of nonstationary listeners are rarely the focus 
in researches that address interactions between composition 
techniques and spatial audio technologies [9,10], they need to 
be addressed in interactive cases where audience participa-
tion and interactivity play a central role. To investigate the 
topics of nonstationary listeners in a spatiomusical composi-

tion context, research in formal music representations [11] 
provides inspirations in developing generative strategies for 
machine improvisation [12] and algorithmic spatialization 
[13]. On the other hand, studies of spatial concepts [14], spa-
tial attributes [15] and spatial schemata [16] provide a set of 
analytical perspectives to understand and characterize sound 
in relation to space. 

TeChnOlOgIeS FOR OBjeCT-BASed AUdIO  

And IndOOR POSITIOnIng SYSTem

The ability to capture spatial relations of listeners to space 
is critical in developing the idea of using real-world loca-
tion context as a spatial composition canvas. In spatial au-
dio production, object-based audio differs from traditional 
channel-based audio in its potential for interactive scenes. 
It provides parametric controls of spatial-temporal models 
of sound sources and independence from the reproduc-
tion setup [17], which are practical for sound art use cases. 
Higher-order ambisonics (HOA) and Vector Base Amplitude 
Panning (VBAP) are two common spatial audio reproduc-
tion techniques that are briefly discussed in the case study 
section. While there is some industry-driven research [18] 
and the upcoming MPEG standard [19] that facilitates ob-
ject-based audio for more listener involvement and for richer 
media experiences, existing product use cases are limited to 
static listening situations in cinemas and living rooms, as 
opposed to more dynamic situations in sound art. 

As commercial IPS (indoor positioning system) solutions 
become more affordable, microlocation and spatial context 
of moving listeners could become potential abstract com-
positional materials. IPS uses various wireless technologies, 
including GPS-based, RFID, cellular-based, UWB, WLAN, 
Bluetooth and others [20]. A Bluetooth low-energy beacon, 
such as Estimote [21], is one of the affordable IPS solutions 
capable of providing real-time indoor location, orientation 
and motion data. While recent research addresses crowd-
based music interactivity and composition strategies using 
mobiles, sensors and robotics [22–25], relatively few in-
vestigate the case of nonstationary listeners systematically.  
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The author presents a novel compositional framework to guide designing 
interplay between moving listeners and sound objects in space. 
Demonstrated by a case study of interactive octophonic installation, the 
presented framework offers new ways to articulate and analyze artistic 
interplay using real-world location context as a spatial composition 
canvas.
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Related to composing interactive soundscapes using GPS 
data [26,27], this article discusses new ways of composing 
interactive soundscape using IPS data.

The ChAllengeS

Designing interplay between moving listeners and sound 
objects in space poses aesthetic and technical challenges to 
electroacoustic composers and sound artists. While there 
is important research addressing interactions and tensions 
between spatial composition techniques and spatial audio 
technologies, a framework that facilitates articulating and 
analyzing artistic interplay between moving listeners and 
sound objects in space is missing. To address these chal-
lenges, I propose a novel compositional framework consist-
ing of object-based audio, indoor positioning system and 
algorithmic spatialization strategies. The proposed frame-
work is both conceptual and technological. Conceptually, it 
aims to provide critical dimensions that enable analytical dis-
cussion of spatial development and interactivity with regard 
to moving listeners. Technologically, it aims to investigate 
necessary tools that facilitate composing spatial forms and 
interactions responsive to moving listeners. I demonstrate 
the presented framework by a case study of interactive octo-
phonic installation. 

CASe STUdY—SYmBOlS And BOUndARIeS 

An artistic statement of this case study is inherent in its 
composition plan. Instead of using a result-oriented com-
positional approach, the artistic interplay is steered by the 
composition plan that organizes indoor location data, oper-
ates on spatial representations and renders spatial sounds. 
Indeterminacy introduced by delegating trajectory creation 
of sound objects to moving listeners makes it an interactive 
ecosystem, the sonic output of which favors aleatory and 
emergent spatial development. Sound becomes a spatial in-
terface between autonomous DSP modules and the external 
environment, where the spatial structural development is 
a result of previous interaction patterns. In this ecosystem, 
the computer observes moving listeners in the environment, 

alters its internal representation for algorithmic spatializa-
tion and reacts to spatial movement history by projecting a 
heatmap-like soundscape. In this sense, this ecosystem ex-
hibits a kind of spatial memory.

Central to this case study, the composition plan consists 
of three sonic layers (Fig. 1). The always-on layer invites 
nearby spectators to experience the installation by looping 
ambient sound objects in space. In terms of interactivity, the 
static spatial structure in this sonic layer provides an ini-
tial condition of a human-machine system. Spectators be-
come potential listeners once they walk into the installation  
space.

The responsive layer is responsible for the localized audi-
tory icons. When a spectator enters the installation space, 
the location beacons detect an entrance event that triggers an 
auditory icon playback at the same location as the entrance 
event. This marks the birth of a sound object. When the lis-
tener exits the installation space, a different auditory icon is 
played at the exit location. This marks the death of the sound 
object. Localized sonic events in this layer make listeners 
aware of the boundary of this human-machine system.

The evolutionary layer loops sound objects in space based 
on algorithmically generated trajectories. Indoor location 
data of moving listeners are used to create trajectories for 
sound objects and to steer spatial structure development over 
time. Figure 2 illustrates an example computational process 
that steers spatial structural development of sound objects 
based on accumulated location data of moving listeners. Sim-
ilar to the heatmap technique in data visualization, a virtual 
canvas recomputes the representation of location data at each 
entrance-exit interval. Spatial and statistical analysis of the 
virtual representation steers sound spatialization by playing 
low pulse drone sounds at less popular zones, i.e. cells with 
value = 1, and by looping percussive sounds along hot spots, 
i.e. cells with value = 2. Spatial development in this layer en-
courages listeners to explore the installation space and thus 
generates more spatial data to iteratively enrich the spatial 
development.

Zirkonium spatialization software [28] supports OSC 

Fig. 1. A technological overview of the case study. (© Yuan-Yi Fan)
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(OpenSoundControl) [29] and is therefore used for interac-
tive controls and spatial composition in the case study (Fig. 
3). While both VBAP and HOA are supported in Zirkonium, 
I use HOA for playback smoothness at the cost of localiza-
tion accuracy. Estimote beacons (Fig. 4) and its cloud API 
are used as an IPS solution that enables real-time location 
tracking of moving listeners. Coordinates and orientation 
data of the listeners (x, y, theta) are captured using Estimote 
iOS Indoor Location SDK, transmitted over local area net-
work in OSC format and stored on a laptop for trajectory 
computation.

Physical dimensions of this sound installation are deter-
mined primarily based on Estimote spatial sensing resolu-

tion with considerations of HOA localization accuracy. At 
the time of this installation, the best spatial sensing reso-
lution using four Estimote sensors was 1 × 1 m in a 10 × 
10 m area (Fig. 5). To the best of my knowledge, there are 
perceptual studies of first-order and higher-order ambison-
ics at central and off-center listening positions, but no sys-
tematic perceptual study at dynamic listening positions. For 
a 5th-order HOA, the best-achieved localization accuracy for 
a central listening position is 3 degrees using 12 loudspeak-
ers with a circumradius of 3.86 m [30]. A lower-localization  
accuracy is expected in the case study, since only the 3rd-
order HOA is used in the octophonic setup, with a circum-
radius of 5.94 m. 

Fig. 2. A computational 

process that maps 

indoor location data 

to a heatmap-like 

spatialization scheme. 

(© Yuan-Yi Fan)

Fig. 3. A snapshot of the workflow using Zirkonium, Max, Ableton and Estimote API. (© Yuan-Yi Fan)

Fig. 4. The indoor positioning system consists of one iOS device and 

four Estimote sensors. (© Yuan-Yi Fan)

Fig. 5. A top-down view of the 10-square-meter octophonic installation space. 

(© Yuan-Yi Fan)
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Technical realization of the proposed framework allows us  
to design interplay using various types of spatial interactions 
and conceptual constructs. The types of spatial interac-
tions enabled by the proposed framework include localized 
auditory icons for event notification, dynamic creation of 
sound object trajectories using listeners’ movement data 
and algorithmic spatialization as auditory display. These 
types of interaction also help demonstrate gaps in creating 
auditory experience for mixed reality [31] using research 
compositional tools [32] versus using commercial produc-
tion tools such as Unity, iOS ARKit and Facebook Spatial  
Workstation. 

This framework offers three conceptual constructs to 
guide designing interplay between moving listeners and 
sound objects in space. First, localized sound objects can 
be architected to provide hierarchy, grouping, layering [33] 
and spatial affordance [34] in an auditory interface. Second, 
spatial interactions can be modeled as structural elements in 
an ecosystemic approach [35] or as low-level processes of a 
multiscale approach [36] to algorithmic spatialization. Third, 
spatial interaction data can be decomposed and organized 
as a formal input representation to a variety of musical au-
tomata [37] for algorithmic spatialization. These constructs 
encourage future creative machine intelligence research at 
the intersection of MIDI [38], SpatDif [39], graphical score 
[40], action and movement notation [41] and symbolic 
graphical notation [42]. For example, symbolic operations 
on an acoustic scene representation could provide a basis 
for machine spatiomusical improvisation and location-based 
sonic narratives. 

AnAlYSIS OF The CASe STUdY

I exhibited the case study at the 2015 inSonic festival, the 
theme of which focused on aesthetic concepts of spatial au-
dio between music and sound art [43]. The case study dem-
onstrates a compositional use of moving listeners as spatial 
elements [44] in the context of sound installation art. It ex-
tends one of the common spatial composition techniques 
[45] from predefined trajectories to dynamic trajectory cre-
ation using moving listeners’ indoor location data. Instead 
of using symbolic elements for computer-aided composition 
and spatialization [46], the use of spatial representations pro-
vides a virtual canvas for rule-based computational opera-
tions. Similar to the graphical score approaches [47], such 
virtual canvas allows computation of spatial structures and 
development using real-world location data. The presented 
framework investigates necessary tools that could facilitate 
experiments in space-form investigation and acousmatic im-
age viewed from a moving listener’s vantage point [48].

As a conceptual framework, synthesis of techniques and 
strategies from related works provides a working set of di-
mensions for analyzing interplay in sound art installation. 
These dimensions include spatial elements [49], spatial de-
velopment [50], computer-aided composition [51], formal 
representation [52], symbolic processes [53], types of au-

tomaton [54], algorithmic composition [55], generative stra-
tegies [56], algorithmic spatialization [57], spatial structure 
[58], spatial concepts [59], spatial attributes [60] and spatial 
schemata [61]. 

Technical limitations of the presented system are addressed 
in terms of temporal and spatial sampling resolutions. Tem-
poral resolution of the Estimote sensors is limited by their 
minimal advertising interval, i.e. 100 ms. Spatial resolution 
provided by the four Estimotes is limited to a 1 square meter 
grid, which gives at least 88 spatial sampling points for our 
circular installation space. While an objective assessment is 
needed for evaluating the third-order HOA localization ac-
curacy in the octophonic setup, a comparative estimate is 
addressed in the case study section. 

Shifting from a composer’s perspective to a listener’s 
perspective, perceptions of spatial elements and structural 
developments depend on attributes of space, effectiveness 
of spatialization techniques and spatial relations between 
listeners and loudspeakers. Based on the visitors’ feedback, 
both the always-on and the responsive sonic layers provide 
effective spatial auditory cues in terms of my conceptual in-
tents. However, spatialization results from the evolutionary 
layer become less effective when the accumulated number of 
visitors exceeds a certain threshold or when more than one 
visitor is interacting with the system at the same time. The 
threshold varies based on cumulative patterns of the listen-
ers’ movement. Although one can set the threshold value to 
an arbitrarily small number to avoid ineffective spatialization 
cues, that limits the length of intended algorithmic spatial 
development. 

SUmmARY 

This article presents a novel compositional framework that 
consists of object-based audio, indoor positioning system 
and algorithmic spatialization strategies. Conceptually, it 
offers means to articulate artistic interplay between moving 
listeners and sound objects using real-world location context 
as a spatial composition canvas. It also provides a working 
set of dimensions for analyzing interplay in sound art in-
stallation. Technologically, it investigates necessary tools to 
facilitate these conceptual explorations. The presented use 
case demonstrates technical realization of these explorations, 
which include three types of spatial interactions and three 
conceptual constructs. Aesthetically, the case study considers 
moving listeners and sound objects as one interactive eco-
system where its sonic output favors aleatory and emergent 
spatial development and exhibits a kind of spatial memory 
by projecting a heatmap-like soundscape. Beyond sound art, 
the case study suggests that this framework has great cre-
ative potentials for machine spatiomusical improvisation and 
mixed-reality audio applications. These potentials should be 
further investigated to outline needs for new transmission 
specifications, model representations, evaluation methods 
and design tools that would better integrate sound field syn-
thesis and listener location–tracking workflows. 
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